Snowfall blankets campus

Nearly a foot of snow has fallen on Moscow since last Thursday, creating some problems but providing lots of opportunities for winter sports enthusiasts. The weather conditions caused numerous traffic accidents, stranded cars in parking lots and closed the Moscow-Pullman airport. Students were able to take advantage of the white stuff by skiing, snowshoeing or just plain sliding down the slopes at the ASUI golf course.

Faculty dismissal policy unveiled

Page 3

Apartment hunting

Exploring for an apartment in Moscow can be as elusive as searching for the fountain of youth. Join David Weeks for a journey through the labyrinth of apartment-hunting on page 7.

Not this TIME

Mike Tyacke is as devoted to the ASUI as he is to his graphic talents. After much deliberation and research, the Argonaut's person of the year is revealed on page 6.

Hef hurting

Playboy enterprises is feeling the bite of economic troubles these days as Hugh Hefner faces the problem of getting profits back up again. See the back page.
Appropriations exceed reserves

Proposed appropriations requests which will be considered at the senate meeting this evening exceed the amount of money in the ASU General Reserve. The reserve fund has earned enough during 1974-75 to cover the appropriations.

According to ASUI Vice President Rick Smith, income from the ASUI book fund has been greater than was projected at the beginning of the school year. But because of University budgeting procedures, that money cannot be spent by the ASUI until the next fiscal year.

If leaves the ASUI with $678 in the General Reserve. The largest appropriations bill before the senate tonight is for $700.

Smith said income from the Entertainment Committee and the Argonaut has been greater than anticipated due to the increased production of its procedures "a violation of committee policy."

The resolution was submited by Senator Wallins, chairperson of the committee, and seconded by Democrat member Ken Buxton.

The committee's charge by faculty council includes orders to examine student services, programs and their structure, the structure of the Office of Student Administrative Services, and to report its findings to the Faculty Council.

The University handbook prohibits closed or allarded meetings, saying "all meetings of University-level committees and all ad hoc committees, however, are open to the public."

The new committee's constitution states that the committee is not biased, but that it feared negative departmental reaction toward its committee, if its proceedings became public.

The committee consists of five faculty and three students.

Council committee puts hush on meeting procedures

A faculty ad hoc committee appeared to "examine student service programs on campus" has enacted a regulation that prevents public discussion of its procedures "a violation of committee policy."

The resolution was submitted by Senator Wallins, chairperson of the committee, and seconded by Democrat member Ken Buxton.

The committee may not discuss its proceedings.

With asked about sanctions if a committee member maker a public statement, Wallins said he "will cross the bridge when we come to it."

"I myself, as chairman, know the committee is not biased," he said. "But he feared negative departmental reaction toward its committee, if its proceedings became public.

The committee consists of five faculty and three students.

It began its work late last September and was instructed to file its report with the Faculty Council by "the beginning of the second semester." Still at work, the committee plans to finish its report by the end of this semester.

Student aid deadline set

The last day for students applying for student financial aid for 1975-76 is April 7, 1975. Applications received after the deadline will not receive priority status.

Harry Davey, Director of Student Financial Aid, said that applications include the Parent's Confidential Statement on Student's Financial Statement where appropriate.

The deadline was set to reach the Financial Aid Office before submission to the College Scholarship Service, they should be submitted no later than Mar. 1, 1975. The deadline should be reminded that new applications and financial reports are required every year.

All students who have entered higher education after the deadline should apply for the Basic Education Opportunity Grants (BEO), 1975-76. Applications are available at the Financial Aid Office and should be submitted immediately.

Yake announces candidacy

"ASUI is simply a four-letter word," said Dan Yake as he announced his candidacy for ASUI President. "It is my intention to open the doors, therefore opening the minds of our elected representatives." Yake is the fourth person to enter the race, the others being David Warnick, Ken Huston, and Nile Bohon.

Yake is a former member of last year's controversial SUB board and until his announcement was a columnist for the Argonaut.

He said that his campaign will center on three main issues: student participation in student government; a liquor license for the SUB and the golf course; and a student owned bookstore.

Yake said that he felt the duty of the ASUI to make it known to the students where student fees are spent. "It is our responsibility to promote activities that will bring students into the ASUI and not push our own ideas," he said.

Yake called for a student referendum to discover what feelings are toward a beer license. "Only after the students have dictated their choice for the SUB will a presentation to the regents be made," he said.
Firing policy cuts out peer review

By KENTON BIRD of the Argonaut staff

Boise

The Board of Regents on Friday approved a sweeping new faculty dismissal policy. The new policy, which is expected to take effect in September, will allow the board to dismiss professors without a hearing, a change from the current system where professors have the right to a hearing before being dismissed.

Students protest firing of wilderness research director

The director of the U of I Wilderness Research Center, Dr. Floyd Newby, will not be rehired for next year, and students in the forestry school are unhappy.

Dennis Probst, a graduate in wildland recreation, said "Newby has had the job for ten months and that's the longest anyone has held it. He indicated his concern about turnover of faculty within the school.

The students will meet today in the reading room of the Forestry Building at 9 a.m. It will be an organizational meeting of an ad hoc student committee that will meet with Ernest Munson, acting Dean of Forestry Wednesday at 3 p.m. in the Forestry Building.

Topics of discussion at today's meeting will be student examination of the aim and purpose of the wild land recreation program, and what might be done about the rapid turnover of faculty within the program. They will present their position to Ables the next day.

Robert Conrood, academic vice president confirmed that Newby was dismissed at the end of the year. He declined to disclose the grounds for the non-renewing, indicating such information was up to Newby to release.

Newby told the Argonaut that he had requested in writing on Feb. 4 the reasons for this dismissal. He had received no answer as of yesterday.

Newby's position will be filled by John Ehrenreich, dean of the college, who appointed himself. Ehrenreich is present in Mexico City, later scheduled to go to Washington, D.C. and will return to campus around the beginning of March.

But Tony Rigas, U of I Faculty Council chairman, said Friday afternoon the legislative presentations that he thinks the board is going to adopt the new policy regardless of what the faculties think.

He said faculty members probably would not ratify the policy, which eliminates four separate dismissal policies currently in effect on the campuses. But Regas said he didn't know whether his colleagues would go so far as to consider a strike.

The faculty council will discuss the board's proposal at its meeting this afternoon and action will be completed at the regents' meeting scheduled for Feb. 19. The University's response is due at the other campuses by Feb. 24.

(For related story: The board's policy would eliminate all existing dismissal policies, for which the board said it was full of conflict and confusion.)

The new procedure will essentially eliminate peer review, the right of other faculty members to decide whether one of their own ranks should be fired, Benoit said.

Rigas added most of the appeals would probably be handled by the hearing officer because of the difficulty of getting board members together.

Rigas said he didn't think the University's faculty meetings would be reduced to the loss of a voice in dismissal procedures.

Rigas was concerned about a provision of the policy that prohibits issuance of a faculty member for "inability to maintain a normal and professional conduct," in the opinion of the faculty member.

Rigas was concerned about a provision of the policy that prohibits issuance of a faculty member for "inability to maintain a normal and professional conduct," in the opinion of the faculty member.

The rule might lead to the possibility that an administrator could conceivably set up a situation to make a faculty member look bad.

Attendance in a class could be deliberately held down by scheduling it at an odd hour or under unusual conditions, he explained.

Rigas also felt a clause that would allow a non-tenured or part-time faculty member fired without a given cause might be unconstitutional.
Letters

A giant corporate interest

To the editor:
The article printed in the Jan. 21 Argonaut about the ad hoc committee investigating student services at the University of Idaho caught my eye. I had been aware of these student services for the past five years as a resident of the dormitories.
I felt that Mr. Estrada was a little off the wall on this matter. He had a lot of good things to say, but I feel he did not go far enough. It is my opinion that the general amount of student services needs a total revamping with a totally new attitude.
Over the past five years I have seen a steady decline in the quality of services provided by the University while I have seen a proportionate increase in the salaries of those who are providing the services. There is something terribly wrong here and something needs to be done.
The examples of the wrongs are many. They are apparent in the housing office in the form of arbitrary decisions in locating students in the dormitories and in some cases plain and out-and-out refusing to give a student room in the hall he had stated his preference of while there were available rooms in the hall.
They appear in the Office of Student Advisory Services in the form of the recent reorganization that was reported in the Argonaut. Santiago Estrada has placed himself in the position of having the last word in the dorms beginning next fall.
This is the same Santiago Estrada who is so much in demand for our minority students as can be seen in the complaints made by the Black Student Union last year.
As long as we are discussing injustices we should look at the committee that is supposed to correct these injustices. The committee, the reorganization committee for the investigation of student services, has chosen not to deal at all with the quality of services but instead just to deal with what it is we should have and what we shouldn't have.

Argonaut headline wrong;
MBA's don't discriminate

To the editor:
The headline in the Feb. 4 Argonaut "Idaho business organization looking for a few good men" seems to be a strong implication that a few good women are not being looked for.
I myself am not interested in participating in the business world, but what I am interested in is seeing that area as good as any other area be open to the woman. That is, and not restricted to either sex.
I do not understand why the business organization would limit itself to just men and to this archaic malpractice when there are women who seem to be very good, available. It would seem any organization would benefit from a better individual.

SUB fee increase explained

To the editor:
At the beginning of second semester this year the SUB changed its policy on how the fee was assessed. It has been in the planning for some time. At the same time a $5 fee increase came into existence. But, the fee increase was not a function of the new remodeling.
Back in fall of 1972 the SUB board began looking at the existing SUB and ways towards making the facility capable of accommodating the students. With the plans finalized, the construction and capital improvements, which are financed through a portion of the SUB bond reserve and not from the general monies earmarked for operations, became a reality.
The $5 fee increase for SUB operations is intended to maintain a level of service that meets the needs of the student body. It is not fair to expect students to pay the same fees if the services are reduced.

Letters

Letters to the editor may be accepted for publication providing they are submitted by noon on the day preceding publication.
All letters must be typed and the author's name and address must be printed. Letters should be concise, between 100 and 200 words, and refer to non-controversial, non-partisan topics.
Letters may be mailed to the Argonaut, c/o the Student Union, 300 N. 2nd St., Moscow, Idaho 83843 or delivered in person during office hours.
Alumni schedule Frisco trip

The city by the bay, San Francisco, will be the destination of a tour by University of Idaho students, alumni and friends, March 20-23, sponsored by the U of I Alumni Association.

Headquarters will be the Travelodge at the Wharf, located on historic Fisherman's Wharf. The complete San Francisco vacation package goes for only $300 per person. Transportation to and from San Francisco must be individually arranged.

Included in the package is lodging for three nights and days at the Travelodge at the Wharf, a "get-acquainted" cocktail party, a special Grayline bus tour to the picturesque California Wine Country where the group will visit two of the best Napa Valley wineries to "tour and taste" and an exotic dining finale at one of the city's famous restaurants, the Empress of China.

Persons interested in the San Francisco weekend should call or send in reservations and remittance for the package to the Alumni Office at the University of Idaho no later than March 3.

Carter commended

The board of directors of the University of Idaho Foundation, Inc., has commended U of I financial vice-president Dr. Sherman Carter for "outstanding management" of the university's Consolidated Investment Trust during the last fiscal year.

Members of the U of I Board of Regents were told Thursday the investment performance of the trust ranked in the top 14 per cent of comparable funds for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1974, and the annual income rate of return for the trust was higher than 94 per cent of the 300 comparable tax-exempted investment funds.

According to a report from A.G. Becker and Co., the largest of Wall Street firms, the trust's performance came during a period of "severe equity bond market decline.

The report showed that during the 12-month fiscal year, only one per cent of the more than $300 million in funds, the company's data bank topped the performance of the Consolidated Investment Trust's portfolio of common stock.

Power Potion
Now Appearing at Rathskeller Inn this week and next week

You can buy a tape machine for $300 that is fun to use, will let you make perfect recordings time after time with the greatest of ease, and will last for years and years and years.

The Advent 201 stereo cassette deck was designed to be the ideal tape machine for the great majority of serious listeners. It is not only a good cassette machine as you can find in terms of useful performance and the kind of design that makes recording easy and precise, but its overall performance compares with that of far more expensive and far less convenient open-reel tape recorders.

Everything about the 201 is intended to help real people under real conditions make perfect tapes of what they're after. Its unique level-setting features (including the peak-reading VU meter that scans both channels simultaneously and reads the louder) and its simple and direct controls make it both easy and easily repeatable to set things up for the best possible results. No tape machine of any kind makes it easier to get those results, and most (including open-reel machines) don't come near its combination of precision and ease.

Because the Advent 201 is meant to invite steady use, it is also designed ruggedly for day-to-day use by people at home. No machine we know of will maintain its original performance longer, and most cassette machines will not come close.

By design, the 201 isn't much on chrome and flashy lights. It is simply a fine and durable piece of machinery meant to provide a great deal of enjoyment in use. We invite you to come into our store and see and hear for yourself.

The Advent Model 201
Vandals wind up in cellar after two weekend losses

The Vandals dropped a pair of important games and lengthened a record of road losses. Losing to Montana State 78-69 Friday night and to Montana 81-49 Saturday, Idaho is now winless in nine straight on the road games.

Due to an upset victory over Gonzaga Saturday night, Montana State stepped out of the league cellar and left the Vandals tied in that dreaded position.

Friday night in Bozeman the Vandals held an 18-10 lead but then went into a horrendous cold spell, which gave the Bobcats 16 points in a row. From that point the Vandals never regained the lead.

Idaho's Steve Weist and Henry Harris, whose combined efforts against MSU last week garnered them 61 points found the going a lot tougher in Bozeman. Not only did they lose, but the shooting stars connected on only 14 of 42 shots between both of them.

Weist's total of 10 points did enable him to claim a third-place tie on Idaho's all-time scoring list. He is tied with Malcolm Taylor who scored 906 career points from 1969 to 1971.

Losing 39-32 at halftime, the Vandals trailed for the rest of the tie. With just over nine minutes left, Idaho rallied to 55-50, but the Bobcats fired back to a 12 point lead.

With 5:56 remaining, Erv Brown stole the ball and scored putting the Vandals only six down at 67-51, but the Vandals went through a two minute scoreless stretch. With 2:30 left MSU stalled and sealed the Vandals' doom. The Idaho loss put them in a last place tie with the Bobcats, both with 2-5 conference records.

Saturday night, the Vandals found out the only thing in Missoula was the Montana Grizzly team, which fired past Idaho.

The league leading Grizzlies utilized the slighest defense for the conference and the Vandals a mere 29.3 percent on field goals, while connecting for more than half of their own shots.

Idaho's only lead was after the first bucket of the night by Henry Harris made it 2-0. Harris was the only Vandal to hit double figures with 11 points for the night.

Montana breezed to a 40-14 halftime lead and then to a 38 point edge in the second half, the biggest of the game, 77-39. Montana now holds an 8-0 Big Sky conference record and the Vandals hold the direct opposite, the cellar.

As I see it

John Hawley

When I heard that a couple of hundred thousand bills are going to be hung around the living room next to the new stadium, I thought of the small basket in Memorial Gym, which is my locker.

Actually there isn't much to think about, the basket is too small to hold a basketball and it isn't pretty when I stuff it with shoes, sweat suit, socks, towel, etc. I hate to say it, but I had a better locker in grade school.

There are a lot more hassles related to that locker than Carter's has pills. If one doesn't finish exercising before 5, dry towells aren't available, and sometimes between the 6 to 8 hours of the office, no one is around to distribute towels.

If a guy wants to lock his clothes in a decent sized locker, he has to either body surf and clothes to a locker. Nudging into position, one can't avoid elbows and water dripping from people fresh out of the shower.

If the game isn't of the lucky ones with a locker on floor level, you'll probably remember a few times that squatting to get your towel hurt your hangover. Well I could go on and on but I think the point is clear.

Will the proposed $300,000 be put to its best use when it goes toward building new facilities for Vandals athletes? After all each student spends upward of $60 toward athletic fees each semester, and what do we have to show for it — a basket.

Hopefully a lot of UI students had the opportunity to attend the annual Winter Carnival in McCall last weekend.

It was a weekend that I will never forget. Perhaps the whole thing should be renamed Winter Carnival — there were howling parties and crazies danging from rafters in bars, not to mention some of the "looser" happenings.

Having set out Friday evening with seven friends crammed into a station wagon, complete with skis, sleeping bags, etc., we rolled into McCall Saturday night before we arrived. A slight detour caused major blackage and earned our crew a name — the Moscow Eight.

And all that snow and we never got to ski, but it was worth it — I think. Next year I might take a bus down, but first I'll try to make it through the rest of this one.

McConnell, Lindley Halls meet to determine roundball champs

Recently a number of intramural championships have been decided on and more are in the playoff phases. Sigma Alpha Epsilon won the bowling title by defeating a strong McConnell Hall squad. Willis Sweet won the team pool championship, while Willis Sweet's Terrell Ackerman claimed the individual title, defeating Ricks. Delta Tau Delta, 50-20.

Independent 'A' League basketball playoffs started last week and should be decided tonight in Memorial Gym.

Last Thursday night, McConnell Hall 2 beat the dark horses TMA 26-28, 41-31. Other scores were: Upham Hall 1-43, Chrisman Hall 42; TMA 27-43, Gault Hall 2-42; and Lindley Hall 1-30, TMA 128.

Tonight at 6:45 in the gym the independent basketball championship will be decided when McConnell Hall 2 tangles with Lindley Hall 1.

Women's Center receives grant for rural study

The Women's Center has received a grant from the Association for the Humanities in Idaho to study the lives of rural women in Northern Idaho. Because women are seldom mentioned in state and regional histories, people are generally unfamiliar with the roles that women played in the development of the state. The purpose of the project is to redress this imbalance by spotlighting contributions that women have made and continue to make to their families and communities.

This will be done through a series of presentations made to audiences in communities in Latah, Benewah, Bonner, Clearwater and Nez Perce counties. The presentations will feature dramatic reading and re-enactments of women's lives; material for these dramas will be drawn from interviews, letters and biographies of rural Idaho women.

This project will be directed by Corky Bush, Director of Special Services and project staff includes Isabel Miller, assistant director, Jeannie Wood, Libby Herrman, Tyra Sipesman, Jeannie Scott, Carol Beil, Cindy Thompson, Julia Beltz, Anna Goodwin and Connie Richardson.

The PROJECT STAFF is interested in contacting potential respondents in the five-county target area: IF YOU KNOW ANY WOMEN WHOSE LIFE STORIES SHOULD BE RECORDED AND PRESERVED, PLEASE CONTACT ANY OF THE ABOVE STAFF AT 885-6285.
Lutman reveals ASUI candidacy

Gregg Lutman, ASUI Senator, announced his candidacy for Vice President in a letter submitted to the Argonaut yesterday.

In his letter, Lutman said that "this should not be a year of great new ASUI programs and drastic changes, but rather a year for evaluation of existing programs."

Lutman went on to say that too many student dollars are being mis-used in the funding of stagnant, or undesired programs.

He said that by gaining the office of vice-presidency, "it would afford me the opportunity to see to it that such practices end, and that the funds be diverted to more useful and successful programs already within the ASUI."

Lutman is currently serving as an ASUI senator and is also a member of the ASUI Stadium Board.

Charges denied

In an interview Thursday, Matt Telin, the University's registrar, denied that his office sells listings of student addresses. He said that this is against University policy, and that anyone caught doing it could be subject to dismissal.

Lists of student addresses are given to the Blue Key organization, he added. Thus anyone could use the Blue Key Directory for mass mailing purposes.

Telin said that a couple of years ago a laundry firm obtained the addresses of incoming students prior to registration, and that an investigation was started to uncover the "leak," but the source was not determined.

Telin emphasized that his office receives requests from various business firms requesting this information but he throws these away.

New stadium uses to be discussed

The Student Stadium Board will meet at noon today in the SUB to discuss the question of concerts, night football games, or a combination of both in the new Stadium.

John Hocht, a member of the board, submitted a resolution last week giving the Entertainment Committee two Saturday nights to attempt to arrange concerts. The dates would be those of the Boise State and Boise State games.

The Athletic Department had requested that all four home games be held at night beginning at 8 p.m. The request was in anticipation that the roof will be completed.

Leon Green, athletic director, and Tom Richardson, vice president of student services will attend the meeting to give their views. All interested persons are welcome to attend and present their feelings.
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Fiscal report shows lack of financial support

During academic and fiscal year 1973-74, the University of Idaho was able to "accomplish much with little," according to the annual report released by the 85-year-old institution.

In an introduction to the report, University President Dr. Ernest W. Hartung noted the Northwest Association for Secondary and Higher Schools visited the University in the spring of 1974 and reaffirmed the school's accreditation. But, he said, the report emphasized that "financial support does not appear to be adequate for our assigned mission."

The accreditation document further specified what already was known, that the University of Idaho probably has a better faculty than it pays for. "Hartung said, "We appreciate having outsiders recognize this dilemma." "It is obvious, however, that we can stretch what we have only so far without damaging quality. Our efforts continue to be directed to internal realignment of resources which we feel will help us to meet the changing needs of our society. Fund curtailment, however, is now so acute that we are hampered by a lack of flexibility."

During the past decade, the University's enrollment has grown from 5,174 to 7,169. The report noted students "seem generally to be more conscientious and career-oriented than in the past," possibly due in part to abolishment of the draft.

Accomplishments of the 1973-74 fiscal year cited in the report include:

- A cooperative arrangement with the Northwest School of Veterinary Medicine at Washington State University to utilize U of I faculty members in the program and admit Idaho students on a regular basis.
- Restructuring and reorganization of the U of I Athletic Department aimed at producing a "small but viable program which will utilize as little appropriated monies as possible." The report also noted women's athletic events are receiving greater emphasis, including an increase in the budget, than in previous years.
- A major revision of the tenure policy developed by the faculty and approved by the board of regents which will provide a clearer basis for the granting of tenure as well as evaluation of competency.
- Purchase of a new computer with three to five times the processing capacity of the University's previous model.
- Inclusion of affirmative action procedures in all hiring practices along with a "quest to find and retain women and minority students and faculty."
- Completion and dedication of three major construction projects: the College of Law, Phase I of the Performing Arts Center and the E.J. Idings Agricultural Science Laboratory. The PAC was the University's first privately financed building with funds coming from students, alumni and friends of the University, and completion of the second year of the WAMI (Washington, Alaska, Montana, Idaho) program under which some students of the University of Washington School of Medicine spent their first semester of medical training, mostly in basic sciences, at the U of I.

The report also noted that "with the slow-growth enrollment pattern and continued struggle for adequate funding, we will be seeking innovative solutions to insure the quality of education, research and service that has been our goal since the inception of the University of Idaho."

Soccer all-stars named

Two University of Idaho soccer players have been named to the 11-member 1974 Northwest Intercollegiate Soccer League all-star team.

WSU had three players named all-league and won the 1974 championship with an 8-2-2 record. Last year's top goalie, Jim McCorkie made the all star squad this season for that position.

League president, Floyd Bunt, from Whitman College, Washington, announced the squad, which was chosen by coaches in the league. This is the first time the nine-year old league has had an all-star team.

Defensive standout Gary Vehilies and Idaho's top scorer, Nicos Rossides were named to the all star team.

The Argonaut Classifieds

To whom it may concern: Come over in your "NEW" jeep so we can go to Nordsrom and spend your tax return — The Plant Lady.

For Sale: 1971 Honda "CL" 175cc Twin, good condition, Off Road and Legal Street Bike. $325.00 or best offer, 882-7330.

Full Time Night Position open for outgoing, hardworking individual. At Taco Time in Moscow apply 2:00 - 4:00 p.m.

Happy Birthday Kenton

For Sale: 1970 Opel GT 882-1608 after 4:00 p.m.

OAHU electrical Steel Guitar and case with music and instructions $125.00. Call 862-7445.

Personal: Romeo, Romeo—it's over between us! I'm leaving you for the National Student Exchange — Julie

5c per word, per insertion

Minimum 75c

CASH IN ADVANCE

DEADLINE: Noon, day before publication

Bring ads to Coral Hash, Argonaut Business Manager, or the SUB main office (across from the Argonaut).

PHONE 862-6371

Or mail to Argonaut Classified, Student Union Building, Moscow, Idaho 83843.
Ford opposes rationing

The Idaho legislature was urged to defy the federal 55-mile-per-hour speed law and assert the state's prerogative to adopt any speed regulation it wishes.

Under the present Idaho law the 55-mile-per-hour speed limit will expire next June 30, along with the provision that violators can be fined a maximum of $5 if caught going more than 55 but less than the previously posted speed for that stretch of highway.

Rep. E.V. McHan, R-Ketchum, said the $5 fine "is not adequate" penalty to prevent motorists from exceeding the 55-mile limit.

Rep. Gary Ingram, R-Boise, said Idaho should keep its present law "and let the federal government sue us if it wants." He said there wasn't much chance that Idaho's federal aid highway funds would be jeopardized for failure to conform to the federal speed standards.

Rep. John Sessions, R-Driggs, said Idaho receives about $3 in highway aid for every dollar contributed and cautioned against doing anything to jeopardize receipt of these funds.

He said gas rationing would last for from five to 10 years and declared "if we get into gasoline rationing...it will be over my dead body." The President rejected suggestions that he ease off his proposal to cut oil imports by a million barrels a day. He said "this bet-a-million philosophy...that we can continue to import the entire million or a significant part of the million barrels that I propose to cut back is a very high risk and reckless gamble.

Landlord-tenant bill moves to senate

"The law has never contained any good ground rules on these contracts," she said.

The proposal replaces one introduced early in the session. Klein said the present law has been approved by spokesmen for both landlords and renters.

Sen. J. Wilson Steen, R-Boise, said he saw no need for the new bill. "It appears the Idaho code already has many laws on the landlord-tenant relationship," he said.

Klein said present laws "mostly say how a landlord can get rid of a tenant."

House extends 55 mph limit

The Idaho House shifted into reverse gear Monday and passed, 37-32, a bill extending the 55-mile an hour speed limit and repealing the 55 maximum fine which can be imposed for certain speeding violations.

The House had defeated the measure, 31-34, last Friday, but reconsidered it on a 38-28 roll call.

During the 45-minute debate

Hefner and company feel pangs of growing inflation

The boss is taking a 25 percent cut in pay. Coffee that used to be free for employees now costs a dime. The price of soft drinks has doubled. These economic measures are taking place within the $200-million Playboy empire of pleasure magnets Hugh Hefner.

Already troubled by federal and local investigations of alleged drug use at his night club and pass-along tax of $2.50 a book to the taxpayer who sits down from a $1.4 million profit for the same period the previous year.

Because of the weakened economy, Playboy has lowered previous estimates and now says it does not expect to approach total earnings recorded last year, one of its worst in the past decade.

Most of the firm's activities were affected by the lower earnings, but its network of hotels, clubs, and casinos suffered the most.

The result: Implementation of strict economy measures recommended by a team of efficiency experts aimed at saving $6 million a year.

Hefner's annual salary will be reduced from $308,000 to $200,000. Ending free coffee for 2,000 employees at its headquarters will save about $50,000. Muzak piped into the elevators at Playboy headquarters has been turned off.

Employees will travel less and in coach rather than first class. Hefner will cut down to absolute necessities use of his flying playpen—a refurbished DC9.